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I self publish a mini comic called "Wrestler Zero" and while I enjoy depicting my title character in
action against various menaces I also need those quiet, mundane moments to develop the
characters. This book is a huge help in that area. An artist can never be too skilled at depicting
heads, hands and faces. I highly recommend this whole series of books.

This is easily one of the best-ever photo references for hands- the faces section being pretty useful
as well...This is a great series of photo references that, for whatever reason, has a hard time staying
in print. The entire series is done in color, but it's a very muted & faded color- almost like being in
black & white. Hands & faces, as we all know, are critical in depicting expression- and it's really the
section on hands here that makes this book shine. The book is split evenly between the two, with
faces getting the first section. These faces, shot from many angles, usually include the shoulders
and hands as well. Various ages & both genders are included, and all models are caucasian- for a
reference on different ethnicities, check out Facial Expressions: A Visual Reference For Artists.
Anyway, this hands section is the most detailed I've ever seen. It's this hands section that makes
this book worth getting the most!

[...]As a cartoonist who was anxious to find reference material for my Captain Cockle children's
books, I found this reference manual an absolute goldmine of illustrations to work with.Arranged in
sections by expression and activity, this book has the unique advantage over other reference
sources in that its offers a series of multi-angle views of the same theme on each page. Thus, if you
want to know what, for example, playing a guitar looks like from twenty-one different angles, or
indeed any of 90 different expressions or activities, then this is the book for you.The book is also
published in hardback version that will lie open easily next to your drawing board while you work (a
great advantage over paperback books that fall shut again when you least want them to).A great
resource, well thought-out and practically presented at a reasonable price.

This book is extremely valuable to my husband, as he is a political cartoonist and needs to see
different positions of hands and faces.

The seller sent me the wrong book. They asked me to return it and they would pay for the shipping.
Seller made numerous promises , but never paid. The seller is a liar, and should not be
trusted.Amamzon promised to give me a credit for the return shipping, as the seller defaulted. still
has not given me a credit. Bewareof this seller. They are dishonest ! For a lousy $4.00 they lost a
customer.
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